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SUMMARY

Balance arises from the interplay of external forces
acting on the body and internally generated move-
ments. Many animal bodies are inherently unstable,
necessitating corrective locomotion to maintain sta-
bility. Understanding how developing animals come
to balance remains a challenge. Here we study the
interplay among environment, sensation, and action
as balance develops in larval zebrafish. We first
model the physical forces that challenge underwater
balance and experimentally confirm that larvae are
subject to constant destabilization. Larvae propel in
swim bouts that, we find, tend to stabilize the body.
We confirm the relationship between locomotion
and balance by changing larval body composition,
exacerbating instability and eliciting more frequent
swimming. Intriguingly, developing zebrafish come
to control the initiation of locomotion, swimmingpref-
erentially when unstable, thus restoring preferred
postures. To test the sufficiency of locomotor-driven
stabilization and the developing control of movement
timing, we incorporate both into a generative model
of swimming. Simulated larvae recapitulate observed
postures andmovement timing across early develop-
ment, but only when locomotor-driven stabilization
and control of movement initiation are both utilized.
We conclude the ability to move when unstable is
the key developmental improvement to balance in
larval zebrafish. Our work informs how emerging
sensorimotor ability comes to impact how and why
animals move when they do.

INTRODUCTION

Many animals possess asymmetric bodies that dictate stable pos-
tures and movements. A classic example is the top-heavy human
body, which trades stabilitywhile standing for efficiency of walking
[1]. The dichotomy of static instability and dynamic stability
emerges passively from the interaction between morphology and
the environment. For example, stable flight is conferred by the
front-heavybodiesofdartsandshuttlecocks,whichorient in thedi-
rection of motion through corrective lift on their tails. However,
these front-heavy projectiles pitch toward the earth as they lose

speed.Similarly, front-heavybodiespossessedbymostswimming
animals are inherently unstable but facilitate stable locomotion
[2, 3]. Teleosts, which comprise about 95% of all fish, have denser
heads than tails [4]. Consequently, their morphology introduces
destabilizing pitch-axis (nose-down) rotations that are corrected
when they swim [2]. The relationship between destabilizing phys-
ical forces and stabilizing movements is, therefore, well defined
for fish, facilitating a mechanistic understanding of balance.
Animals balance by sensing and responding to destabilization

with corrective movements of appropriate magnitude and timing
[5–7]. Given the inherently stabilizing effect of locomotion for tel-
eosts, we hypothesized that their balance develops through
improved sensorimotor control of movement timing—specif-
ically, preferential initiation of corrective movements when un-
stable. Control of movement initiation requires a functional
sensorimotor circuit for balance, which has been well character-
ized in zebrafish larvae, a common laboratory teleost. Specif-
ically, zebrafish larvae are capable of sensing and responding
to induced and natural destabilization in the pitch (nose-up/
nose-down) and roll (‘‘barbecue-spit’’) axes around the age
they begin to swim [8–11].
We define the corrective tendencies of individual movements

by leveraging the naturally segmented locomotion of larval ze-
brafish. Specifically, larvae propel in discrete swim bouts inter-
rupted by near halts, as their small size dictates that movement
is dominated by viscous forces that minimize glide [12–14]. The
swim/halt structure of larval locomotion allowed us to model,
measure, andmanipulate both the destabilizing forces when sta-
tionary and the locomotion-dependent stabilization during swim
bouts across development. Having identified the postural chal-
lenges and corrective tendencies of locomotion across devel-
opment, we measured and modeled the relationship between
movement timing and balance. We found that the key develop-
mental improvement to balance in larval zebrafish is their
emerging ability to use postural information to determine move-
ment timing. Our data thus dissociate swim-dependent and
swim-independent contributions to balance and show how
developing zebrafish come to regulate movement initiation to
achieve postural stability.

RESULTS

A Model of Body Growth Predicts Nose-Down
Destabilization
We first tested whether morphology presents challenges
to stable posture for larval zebrafish. From 4 to 21 days
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post-fertilization (dpf), zebrafish nearly doubled in length and
grew an order of magnitude in volume (Figure 1A; Table S1).
With age, the gas-filled organ that regulates weight distribution
(the swim bladder) shifted posteriorly and extended a second
chamber [15, 16]. We estimated where the major hydrostatic
forces of buoyancy and gravity act, the center of buoyancy
(COB) and the center of mass (COM), respectively. We used
both lateral and dorsal photomicrographs of individual fish at
4, 7, 14, and 21 dpf (Figure 1A) to outline both the body and
the swim bladder. Then wemodeled the fish as a series of elliptic
cylinders, estimating the positions of the center ofmass and cen-
ter of buoyancy for individual larvae [17].We adjusted the density
to account for swim bladder position and progressive nose-to-
tail calcification (Figure 1A) [18, 19].

We found that the COM was located anterior to the COB in
95% of individuals across all ages (Table S1). Misalignment of
the forces of gravity and buoyancy should, therefore, yield a
nose-down torque and angular acceleration throughout the
larval stage (Figure 1B; Figure S1; Table S1). Consistently, anes-
thetized larvae rotated nose-down until vertical, such that the
moment arm of the torque due to buoyancy was minimized
(Movie S1). Ideal angular acceleration of passive larvae was esti-
mated as the ratio of the torque associated with buoyancy to the
moment of inertia, a similar metric to the ‘‘index of passive
dynamic stability’’ [2]. For simplicity, ideal angular acceleration
ignores hydrodynamic drag, but it should correlate with the
actual angular accelerations experienced by passive larvae in
water. Given their negative buoyancy [16], passive larvae should

Figure 1. Swim Bouts Counteract Passive Instability
(A) Representative photomicrographs depicting zebrafish throughout the larval stage, with centers of buoyancy delineated and swim bladders outlined in white.

(B) Schematic of the relevant forces and postural variables for pitch-axis stability. The force of buoyancy acts at the center of buoyancy, which is offset caudally

from the center of mass, where the net gravitational force acts (Figure S1). The angle of the longitudinal axis of the fish (dotted line) relative to the horizon (dotted

line) in the nose-up/nose-down axis is the pitch angle, q. The angular velocity, or rotation of the fish in the pitch axis, is represented by _q. Buoyant and gravitational

forces acting on a larva pitched at!90" (right) would be aligned such that the larva is at hydrostatic equilibrium with no pitching moment. For all figures, the nose-

up direction is represented by positive values.

(C) A representative swimming epoch from a 7 dpf larva. Rhythmic spikes of translation speed delineate swim bouts (C1), which coincide with large changes to

pitch angle (q, C2). Shaded bands indicate windows of bouts (green) and pauses (tan).

(D) Pitch-axis asymmetry of bouts and pauses are plotted as a function of age and clutch. The proportion of bouts with the fastest rotation in the nose-up direction

is plotted in green. Corresponding mean angular velocity ð _qÞ during pauses is plotted in tan. Individual clutches are plotted as thin lines andmean data are plotted

as square markers on thick lines.

(E) Each line represents the average percentage of bouts in the nose-up direction (green shading) for a single clutch, paired with the corresponding mean angular

velocity ð _qÞ during pauses (tan shading).

See also Figure S1, Tables S1 and S3, and Movies S1 and S2.
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sink such that drag on their dart-like bodies may further promote
nose-down orientation. Our model predicts that larvae should
experience a consistent nose-down angular acceleration (Fig-
ure S1) that increases non-monotonically with age (one-way
ANOVA, F3,56 = 94.1, p = 7.4E!22). The magnitude of ideal
angular acceleration increased more than 3-fold during the first
week of life, as bones in the head calcified and the swim bladder
shifted posteriorly (t28 = 13.0, p = 2.4E!13). From 7 to 14 dpf,
the nose-down acceleration decreased 3-fold (t28 = 13.3,
p = 1.3E!13) as calcification extended to the tail, reducing
the relative density of the head. During the third week of life,
nose-down acceleration increased by another 60% (t28 = 4.7,
p = 6.8E!5). Thus, we predict that larvae are destabilized
throughout early development by a nose-down torque, and the
magnitude of this destabilization varies with age.

Freely Swimming Larvae Rotate Nose-Down but
Maintain Nose-Up Posture
To determine the extent to which external forces influenced
postural dynamics, we monitored freely swimming larvae from
the side. Wemeasured the pitch angle (q) and computed angular
velocity ð _qÞ and angular acceleration ð€qÞ of individual larvae in the
light during circadian day (Movie S2). We examined groups of
8 larvae at 4, 7, 14, and 21 dpf from four separate clutches
(i.e., four separate sets of eight siblings), leveraging natural vari-
ation in growth rates between clutches to estimate general prop-
erties of larval locomotion. In total, tracking 128 larvae yielded a
total of 19.5 hr of analyzable swimming epochs containing
56,682 swim bouts. We examined rotation by leveraging the
segmented structure of larval locomotion (Figures 1C1 and
1C2). To dissociate destabilizing forces acting on larvae, we
selectively examined ‘‘pauses,’’ periods between swim bouts
when larvae translated slower than 1 mm $ s!1 (comprising
80%–55% of observed time at 7 and 21 dpf, respectively). Dur-
ing pauses, changes in pitch most likely reflect hydrostatic
forces rather than hydrodynamic forces accompanying the
swim bout and its aftermath [12]. Larvae at all ages tended to
rotate nose-down during pauses (tan bands in Figure 1C2; Movie
S2). Pauses had long durations relative to swim bouts, and larvae
therefore spent a majority of time rotating nose-down (from 76%
at 7 dpf to 59% at 21 dpf). Larvae exhibited nose-down angular
acceleration during pauses (Table S2; €qc) that was smallest at 4
dpf, increased from 4 to 7 dpf, and then decreased by 14 dpf,
similar to morphometric estimates. Despite the preponderance
of nose-down acceleration and rotation, larvae at all ages tended
to pitch slightly nose-up to horizontal (Table S2; q, sq), well away
from their nose-down equilibrium while passive. To identify how
larvae overcome nose-down destabilization, we examined pitch
during swim bouts.

Swim Bouts Counteract Nose-Down Rotation
Swim bouts at all ages were biased opposite of passive destabi-
lization, providing net nose-up rotation. Therefore, during trans-
lation, larvae could stabilize pitch by directly compensating for
nose-down rotation. Across all groups, the proportion of bouts
providing nose-up rotation exhibited a tight, negative correlation
with nose-down angular velocity during pauses (R2 = 0.83,
p = 1.03E!6). The magnitude of nose-down rotation exhibited
a mirror-symmetric developmental trajectory to that of swim

bout asymmetry (Figure 1D). Larvae tended to rotate faster
nose-down during pauses from 4 to 7 dpf, but less so thereafter.
Conversely, swim bouts were most biased at 7 dpf, when about
two-thirds comprised nose-up rotation. Individual clutches var-
ied with respect to the averagemagnitude of nose-down rotation
and the precise fraction of nose-up bouts at each age (Figure 1D).
We found that the relationship between nose-down rotation and
nose-up bouts was evident not only across age but also clutch
(Figure 1E), with significant effects of age and clutch on angular
velocity (two-way ANOVA, main effect of age: F3,9 = 14.5,
p = 8.6E!4; main effect of clutch: F3,9 = 20.2, p = 2.5E!4)
and the proportion of nose-up swim bouts (main effect of age:
F3,9 = 9.1, p = 4.4E!3; main effect of clutch: F3,9 = 29.0,
p = 5.8E!5). We conclude that swim bouts collectively coun-
teract nose-down destabilization.

Individual Swim Bouts Stabilize Posture
We found that larvae at all ages employed bouts to directly
reduce pitch eccentricity. Furthermore, they did so with roughly
equal efficacy across age. Despite great variability in the pitches
adopted (Figure 1C2; Table S2; sq), we uncovered a small but sig-
nificant (Table S2, pq) negative correlation between the pre-bout
pitch and net rotation of individual bouts, pooled by age (Rq). This
correlation accounted for 4.8%–7.3%of variability of net rotation
from bout to bout (Table S2; SD of sDq). The gain of pitch correc-
tion (opposite slope of said correlation) was comparable across
ages, ranging from 0.08 to 0.11 (Table S2; mq). Thus, across all
bouts, pitch eccentricity is comparably reduced at all ages, as
bouts tend to return fish to their preferred posture.
We found that bouts not only restored preferred pitch, but also

stabilized rotation at all ages, independent of pre-bout angular
velocity (Figures 2A and 2B). As with front-heavy projectiles,
such as darts or shuttlecocks, corrective angular accelerations
ought to arise during forward propulsion, due to the denser lead-
ing edge of larvae [2]. To compare the efficacy of angular velocity
correction across age, we examined the correlation between net
angular acceleration (the change in angular velocity across a
bout, D _q) and the associated pre-bout angular velocity ( _qpre; Fig-
ures 2C and 2D). At all ages, individual clutches exhibited signif-
icant negative correlations between D _q and _qpre (Table S2,
p _q averaged across clutches). The opposite of the slope of the
best-fit line reflects the proportion of rotation canceled by a given
bout and defines the corrective gain, such that a gain of 1 reflects
complete negationof _qpre. Larvae from4 to 14dpf behavedasym-
metrically, with gains around 1 for nose-up _qpre but only 0.5 for
nose-down _qpre (Figures 2C and 2E). By 21 dpf, the gain of
nose-down _q correction doubled, as larvae canceled all rotations
with gains approaching 1 (Figures 2D and 2E). These data sug-
gest that the hydrodynamics of swim bouts, specifically lift pro-
duced during forward locomotion, would correct angular velocity
and do so more effectively at the end of the larval stage. Taken
together, our data show that swim bouts acutely correct insta-
bility both in terms of pitch and angular velocity.
We tested the dependence of bout kinematics on postural sta-

bility by physical manipulation of larval body composition. Ze-
brafish raised in water with a layer of paraffin oil on the surface
at the time of swim bladder inflation (3–4 dpf; [20]) gulped oil
instead of air, yielding larvae with denser, over-inflated swim
bladders (Figure 3A). At 5 dpf, these larvae exhibited greater
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pitch-axis instability, with more prominent nose-down rotation
during pauses (Figures 3B–3D; !23.7 ± 11.7 degrees $ s!1

versus !1.0 ± 2.0 for controls; paired t test, p = 0.0037; n = 7).
Consistent with the negative correlation of destabilizing rotation
and the production of corrective bouts shown earlier (Figures 1D
and 1E), larvae with oil-filled swim bladders produced an
increasing proportion of nose-up bouts as destabilization wors-
ened (74.3% versus 55.5% for controls; Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, p = 0.016). Despite exaggerated nose-down destabilization,
larvae with oil-filled swim bladders were able to maintain nose-
up pitch (42.3" ± 9.8" mean pitch across clutches), most likely
by initiating corrective bouts more frequently (Figure 3E; 0.51 ±
0.22 s mean inter-event interval (IEI) versus 0.99 ± 0.16 s for con-
trols; paired t test, p = 0.0034).

The Timing of Bouts Becomes Posture Dependent
with Age
Given that individual bouts stabilize posture and that greater
instability leads to increased bout frequency, control of bout initi-
ation would be an efficient mechanism for balance. To relate sta-
bility to bout initiation, wemeasured the conditional probability of
observing a particular posture (q and _q) at the time of bout initia-
tion. We corrected this distribution by the overall probability of

occupying a particular posture (Equation S19). Our estimates
are thus normalized for the observed postural variation, including
the nose-down bias to rotation and the nose-up bias to pitch
angle described above. Therefore, this distribution conveys
how the relative probability of initiating a bout, or ‘‘relative bout
likelihood,’’ varies as a function of posture.
We found that the variation of relative bout likelihood by

posture increased with age, as larvae came to initiate bouts pref-
erentially when unstable (Figure 4A, top row). At 4 dpf, posture
had little influence on bout initiation. From 7 dpf onward, larvae
were relatively unlikely to swim when pitched horizontally and
with minimal rotation. By 21 dpf, larvae almost never initiated
bouts at such stable posture. As pitch deviated from horizontal
or rotation speed increased, 21 dpf larvae became much more
likely to initiate bouts.
To model the underlying changes to sensorimotor variables

across age, we fit the relative bout likelihood with a continuous
function of pitch and angular velocity (Equation S21; Figure 4A,
bottom row). The model accounted for increasing fractions of
the variance of relative bout likelihood with age: bootstrapped
R2 (mean ± SD from 250 iterations) = 0.16 ± 0.04 at 4 dpf, 0.29 ±
0.03 at 7 dpf, 0.53 ± 0.04 at 14 dpf, and 0.67 ± 0.04 at 21 dpf.
The model uses three free parameters to estimate relative bout

Figure 2. Swim Bouts Stabilize Angular Velocity
(A) Bouts at 7 dpf (left, blue) and 21 dpf (right, purple) were aligned by peak speed (top). Simultaneousmean angular velocity ( _q, bottom) of quintiles sorted by pre-

bout _q ( _qpre) is plotted as a function of time.

(B) Mean _qpre and post-bout _q ( _qpost) are plotted pairwise by quintile to highlight the improvement of angular velocity reduction with age.

(C and D) Net angular acceleration (D _q, the difference of _qpost and _qpre) is plotted as a function of _qpre for individual bouts at 7 (C) and 21 dpf (D). Means of equally

populated bins (thin lines) and best-fit lines (thick lines) are plotted for nose-down (left) and nose-up (right) values of _qpre.

(E) The gain of angular velocity correction is plotted as a function of age and clutch (individual clutches as gray lines and pooled data as points on a thick line) for

nose-down (left) and nose-up (right) _qpre.

See also Table S2.
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likelihood (a, b, and z; Equation S21) and one fixed parameter (g).
Values of a (Figure 4B) and b (Figure 4C) reflected sensitivity to
pitch and angular velocity, respectively, and both increased with
age. Larvae at 4 dpf generated bouts comparably irrespective of
pitch, with pitch sensitivity indistinguishable from zero. By
21 dpf, each degree that pitch deviated from 0" increased the
probability of initiating a bout by nearly 10%, and each additional
degree $ s!1 of rotation increased said probability by nearly 15%.
Larvae were more sensitive to nose-down than nose-up rotation
throughout development. The parameter capturing this angular
velocity asymmetry, g, changed minimally across ages when al-
lowed to vary, and so it was held constant at 0.035 s $ degree!1.
Lastly, z, the baseline (Figure 4D) corresponded to the relative
bout likelihood when larvae were pitched horizontally and not
rotating. The baseline decreased with age, as sensitivity to
postural variables came to dominate bout initiation. A model of
bout initiation as a time-dependent function of relative bout likeli-
hood (Equation S23) explained observed bout times significantly
better than a function of time alone (Equation S22), evaluated on
cross-validated data using the log-likelihood ratio (p << 0.05;
Equation S24; Figure 4E).We conclude larvae develop the capac-
ity to initiate corrective bouts selectively when unstable, linking
movement initiation to postural stability.

Posture-Dependent Bout Kinematics and Initiation
Account for Movement Statistics
We observed that larval fish come to initiate bouts that correct
pitch and angular velocity preferentially when unstable.
Therefore, balance consists of both locomotion-dependent

Figure 3. A Denser Swim Bladder Exacer-
bates Nose-Down Destabilization, Altering
Bout Kinematics and Timing
(A) Lateral photomicrographs of representative

5 dpf larvae with swim bladders filled with air (top)

or paraffin oil (bottom, red arrow). Gamma was

adjusted identically in both images for clarity.

(B and C) Pitch angle (q) and translation speed

during a representative series of swim bouts for

5 dpf larvae, one with a swim bladder filled with air

(B) and one with paraffin oil (C).

(D) The percentage of bouts with fastest rotation in

the nose-up direction is plotted as a function of

angular velocity ð _qÞ during pauses for individual

clutches with air- and oil-filled swim bladders.

(E) Log probability distributions of inter-event in-

tervals (IEIs) for swim bouts generated by 5 dpf

larvae with air- and oil-filled swim bladders (n = 7).

mechanisms (angular velocity and pitch
correction) and locomotion-indepen-
dent mechanisms (preferential initiation
of bouts). To determine the contribu-
tions of both mechanisms to balance,
we simulated swimming in fish of
different ages, removing each mecha-
nism individually to assess the con-
sequences for posture (Figure 5A).
Simulated larvae were challenged with
age-specific, nose-down angular accel-

eration (Equation S15; Figure 5B). They initiated bouts based
on a stochastic process (Equation S22; Figure 5C) tuned to
reproduce empirical IEI distributions, which were comparable
across ages (Table S2, median and median absolute devia-
tion). Simulated larvae could produce age-appropriate move-
ments (Figure 6A). Overall, simulated IEIs captured the empir-
ical tendency toward longer durations at pitches and angular
velocities near zero (Figure 6B). Larvae tended to produce
more bouts when unstable, accelerating the restoration of sta-
ble posture (Figure 6A, closed triangle). Complementarily,
larvae initiated fewer bouts when stable (Figure 6A, open trian-
gle). Models were tuned to reproduce IEI distributions, but
simulations also successfully adopted empirical pitches (Fig-
ures 6C and 6D; area under receiver operating characteristic
curve [AUROC], Table S2).

Control of Movement Timing and Kinematics Confer
Stability In Silico
To determine how stability is influenced by posture-dependent
bout initiation, we abolished relative bout likelihood and initiated
bouts based solely on the posture-independent, time-dependent
null model (Equation S22). We found that randomly timed bouts
were sufficient, with angular velocity and pitch corrections in
place, for larvae to exhibit a preference for horizontal posture (Fig-
ure 7A, magenta). However, simulated pitch was more variable
andnose-down than in the fullmodel (contrast greenandmagenta
in Figure 7A). Thus, recapitulating empirical stability required not
only angular velocity and pitch corrections, but also control of
movement timing captured by the relative bout likelihood.
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Posture-dependent adjustments of bout kinematics further
stabilize larvae near their preferred horizontal pitch. If individual
bouts were generated independent of pitch (Figure 5D), larvae
could not maintain horizontal pitch. Instead, they obtained
nose-down pitch as extrinsic destabilization biased them toward
passive, nose-down equilibrium (Figure 7A). Alternatively, we
separately abolished angular velocity correction (Figure 5E). If
simulated bouts did not tend to reduce ongoing rotation (Equa-
tion S17) but instead produced random angular acceleration
(Equation S18), angular velocity accumulated. Consequently,
larvae in these simulations spun in the pitch axis and exhibited
no preferred pitch. Thus, absent hydrodynamic angular velocity

correction, larvae could not maintain posture, and, absent pitch
correction, posture was dominated by extrinsic forces.
To quantify the relative stability of the various models, we

calculated the inverse of the SD of adopted pitches, an index
of stability (Figure 7B). The full model had the greatest pitch sta-
bility, with the relative bout likelihood and pitch corrections both
contributing to increase the stability index. The contribution
of relative bout likelihood to stability increased with age, as
measured by the ratio of stability indices for the full and null
models (Figure 7C). The propensity of larvae in the posture-
variant model to linger while stable recapitulated long IEIs not
present in posture-invariant models (Figure 7D). We conclude

Figure 4. Bout Initiation Becomes Posture Dependent as Postural Sensitivity Improves with Age
(A) Relative bout likelihood, a dimensionless ratio of two probability distributions, was calculated as a function of q and _q from observed data (Equation S19) and

plotted at each age (top row). Relative bout likelihood is plotted in 64 bins (8 3 8 of equal population for q and _q) with the mean for each bin plotted in color and

values shown from 0 to 4. Empirical values were fit with a continuous function (Equation S21) for use in simulating stochastic bout initiation (bottom row).

(B–D) Parameter estimates maximizing the fit of relative bout likelihood to observed data for the sensitivity to pitch (B), sensitivity to angular velocity (C), and the

posture-independent baseline (D). Estimates were plotted with 99.2% confidence intervals (CIs; Bonferroni corrected) for data pooled across clutches as a

function of age. Inset grids delineate non-overlapping CIs for pairwise age comparison.

(E) The product of relative bout likelihood and the time-dependent Bayesian prior (Equation S23) was a better predictor of empirical bout times than the prior alone

(Equation S22). The ratio of the log likelihoods of observing correct bout times under the two models is plotted as a function of age, for 250 cross-validations.

Incorporating the relative bout likelihood significantly improves predictions when compared to a c2 distribution with four degrees of freedom.

See also Table S2.
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zebrafish balance using a complement of locomotor-dependent
and -independent mechanisms, including a postural gate on
movement initiation, the sensitivity of which increases as larvae
grow.

DISCUSSION

By leveraging a natural variation of instability and locomotion in
developing zebrafish, we observed that the drive to balance,
an oft-overlooked but universal sensorimotor challenge, comes
to determine movement initiation. Our work dissociates biome-
chanical considerations from a sensorimotor mechanism under-
lying balance development: to counteract destabilization, zebra-
fish larvae learn to gate corrective movements based on their

posture. By adjusting the kinematics of randomly timed move-
ments, even the youngest and least experienced larvae gradually
return to the preferred pitch following volitional or environmental
destabilization. However, themature capacity to selectively bout
when unstable facilitates the restoration of preferred postures.
Implementing this mechanism within a control-theoretic feed-
back model of swimming recapitulates empirical posture varia-
tion and movement timing across development. We propose
that, as zebrafish develop, functional incorporation of postural
variables for gating movement constitutes a key sensorimotor
improvement for balance.
Like most swimming and flying organisms, zebrafish larvae

could achieve dynamic stability either through passive biome-
chanical means or active kinematic control. Angular velocity

Figure 5. A Control-Theoretic Framework for Postural Stability across Development
Locomotion-independent computations are represented as brown boxes and locomotion-dependent in blue

(A) Overview diagram for four computations incorporated in swimming simulations. Extrinsic destabilization (per Figure 1) is a function of q and tends to orient

larvae nose-down (Movie S1; Supplemental Results) by causing an angular velocity that sums with a larva’s current velocity ð _qÞ. Bout timing (per Figure 4) is a

function of both q and _q and gates the corrective commands resulting from pitch (Table S2) and angular velocity correction (Figure 2).

(B–E) Each computation is defined by one or more age-specific filters, schematized by a plot with two lines, blue (7 dpf) and purple (21 dpf). (B) Extrinsic

destabilization comprises the age-specific, nose-down angular acceleration experienced by passive larvae. The precise value follows the cosine of q, such that

the acceleration is maximal for a horizontal fish and decreases toward equilibrium when vertical. Age-specific weighting functions are plotted for 7 (blue) and 21

(purple) dpf. The angular acceleration is integrated to influence _q. (C) To generate posture-dependent bouts, q and _q are scaled by the age-dependent pitch and

angular velocity sensitivity functions, respectively, and summed with an age-dependent baseline (relative bout likelihood). To implement the observed refractory

period between bouts, the posture-dependent component is multiplied by a function of time elapsed since last bout (refractoriness; Equation S22). The overall

bout probability governs bout initiation stochastically (die). (D and E) Pitch correction (D) and angular velocity correction (E; Equation S17), as age-dependent

functions of q and _q, respectively, are shown. Empirically derived noise (ε) was added to the pitch and angular velocity commands (Equation S17). Both pitch and

angular velocity command signals are gated by the bout initiation signal.

See also Table S2.
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correction described here most likely reflects corrective lift on
the tail generated during forward translation [2]. The gain of
this correction should therefore correlate with propulsive effi-
cacy, both of which increasewith age [21–23]. Further, the asym-
metry of angular velocity correction is consistent with morpho-
logical changes, as the ease of nose-up rotation correlates
with the convexity of the ventrum [2]; decreasing convexity
with the loss of yolk sac from4 to 7 dpfmay underlie the concom-
itant worsening of nose-down angular velocity cancellation,
while the late improvement may arise from increasing ventral
convexity by 21 dpf [19]. In contrast to angular velocity correc-
tion, pitch correction is unlikely to derive solely from morpholog-
ical aspects of locomotion. Drag forces should not vary with
pitch as the direction of movement is itself dependent on pitch
[24]. Instead, larvae may actively modulate bout kinematics,
leveraging distinct dorsal and ventral motor pools to correct
pitch [11].
As it precedes locomotion, sensory gating of bout initiation

must be implemented in the nervous system. Therefore, asym-
metric sensitivity to angular velocity for bout initiation most likely
reflects a limit on the implementation of this sensorimotor
computation. Motor or biomechanical sources of asymmetric
sensitivity are unlikely, as movement gating must occur up-

stream of motor output. Sensory origins are similarly unlikely:
as most clearly demonstrated in Xenopus, the semicircular ca-
nals must exceed a certain size to function [25]. The lack of a
horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex in larval zebrafish with body
lengths studied here supports the contention that the semicir-
cular canals are non-functional [26] (Table S1), and vestibular
transduction of pitch-axis rotations is, therefore, mediated
exclusively by the nose-up/nose-down symmetric utricle [27].
In contrast, asymmetric processing of pitch is straightforward
to implement given central vestibular architecture. Pitch infor-
mation is represented in the brain by distinct nose-up and
nose-down channels—independent populations of vestibular
neurons with direct projections to movement generation centers
[10, 28–34]. Thus, functional asymmetries between the nose-up
and nose-down channels could mediate asymmetric sensitivity.
Crucially, these channels are part of a well-established circuit for
adult vestibular learning and memory [35], providing a likely sub-
strate for the developmental improvements that we observed.
By disentangling locomotion-dependent and -independent

contributions to the development of balance, we have uncov-
ered a mechanism by which animals regulate movement
initiation. The initiation of corrective movements is crucial to an-
imals facing constant destabilization. Passively unstable body

Figure 6. Simulated Larvae Reproduce Empirical Stability across Development
(A) Representative epoch from a simulation of the full model at 21 dpf, incorporating pitch correction, angular velocity correction, and posture-dependent bout

timing. Relative bout likelihood (color bar) reaches high values when pitch (q) is low (nose-down). When relative bout likelihood is large (closed triangle), so too

tends bout rate. Conversely, bout rates tend to be low when relative bout likelihood is small (open triangle). Relative bout likelihood decreases as q approaches

zero (arrow).

(B) Simulated larvae regulate bout initiation by posture. IEIs between bout initiation are plotted as a function of mean pitch (top) and angular velocity ( _q, bottom) for

simulated 21 dpf (green line and band, mean ± SD) and empirical 21 dpf larvae (black line per clutch).

(C) Probability distributions of IEI for empirical 21 dpf larvae (four clutches) and larvae simulated at 95% confidence intervals (green band) for parameter solutions

in the model (AUROC = 0.51 ± 0.03, Table S2).

(D) Probability distributions of q for 21 dpf larvae as in (C) (AUROC = 0.59 ± 0.03).

See also Table S2.
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morphologies are common, as they offer advantages for loco-
motion: just as the top-heavy human body trades stability while
standing for efficiency of walking [1], uneven weight distribution
facilitates forward swimming [2, 3]. Reduced morphological sta-
bility can thus improvemaneuverability [36], but only if underlying
neural control is sufficiently effective [5–7, 37]. Herewe show that
such efficient control, while typically considered in terms of
instantaneous movement kinematics, emerges over develop-
ment as a postural gate on movement. By developing the ability
to control locomotor timing, animals experiencing constant
destabilization come to effectively maintain balance. Our work
thus not only speaks to the development of balance, but also ad-
vances our understanding of how and why emerging sensori-
motor abilities come to influence movement initiation [38–43].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Fish Care
All procedures involving zebrafish (Danio rerio) were approved by the New

York University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Fertilized eggs

were collected from in-crosses of a breeding population of wild-type, TLAB ze-

brafish maintained at 28.5"C on a standard 14/10 hr light/dark cycle. Before

5 dpf, larvae were maintained at densities of 20–50 larvae per 10 cm diameter

petri dish, filled with 25–40 mL E3with 0.5 ppmmethylene blue. Subsequently,

larvae were transferred to 2-L tanks at six to ten per tank, maintained on sys-

tem water and fed twice daily. Larvae received powdered food (Otohime A,

Reed Mariculture) until 13 dpf and brine shrimp thereafter.

For generation of larvae with paraffin oil-filled swim bladders, larvae without

swim bladders at 3 dpf were transferred to 50 mL conical tubes (Falcon,

Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a density of 12 larvae per tube. The tubes were

filled with 45 mL E3 containing methylene blue (as above), then topped

Figure 7. Contribution of Posture Control
Mechanisms to Balance In Silico
(A) Probability distributions of pitch of larvae

simulated at 21 dpf using the full model (with

relative bout likelihood; Equation S23), the null

model excluding relative bout likelihood (‘‘no

RBL’’; Equation S22), and the model without

relative bout likelihood or pitch correction. Bands

reflect distributions at 95% confidence intervals of

parameter solutions.

(B) The inverse of the SD of observed pitch (sta-

bility index) is plotted for each model as a function

of age (mean ± SD for 50 simulations).

(C) Age-dependent increase of relative stability,

the ratio of stability indices for larvae simulated in

the full model and the model without relative bout

likelihood.

(D) Log-probability distributions of IEIs simulated

at 95% CIs under various models at 21 dpf.

with 5 mL paraffin oil (VWR) and incubated until

5 dpf for experimentation. Control siblings were

maintained similarly in 50 mL E3 without the oil

surface.

Morphometrics
To estimate weight distribution and pitch-axis sta-

bility based on morphology, we modeled larval

bodies at 4, 7, 14, and 21 dpf as series of elliptic

cylinders using methods adapted from [17]. We

estimated the positions of the center of mass

and center of buoyancy, accounting for the location of the swim bladder and

the variable tissue density as calcification proceeds from nose to tail with

age [17, 18]. Bright-fieldmicrographs of orthogonal dorsal and lateral perspec-

tives of 15 larvae across three clutches were taken at each time point using an

8 megapixel iSight camera (Apple) through the ocular of a stereoscope (M80,

Leica Microsystems). Larvae were immobilized dorsal up in 2% low-melting

temperature agar (Thermo Fisher Scientific 16520) and photographed. The

agar was sliced vertically and rotated for a lateral-view micrograph. Profiles

of the larvae and swim bladders were traced manually, and the dorsal- and

lateral-view tracings were registered using custom MATLAB code. For details

on related calculations, please refer to the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures.

Free-Swimming Apparatus
At each of 4, 7, 14, and 21 dpf, eight larvae from a single clutch (n = 4) were

transferred to a glass cuvette (93/G/10 55 3 55 3 10 mm, Starna Cells) filled

with 24–26 mL E3. The thin cuvette (10 mm) maximized the time the fish spent

swimming in the imaging plane. The enclosure containing the cuvette was kept

on a 14/10 hr light/dark cycle with overhead light-emitting diodes (LEDs),

which maintained water temperature at 26"C. Video was captured using a dig-

ital camera (BFLY-PGE-23S6M, Point Grey Research) equipped with a close-

focusing, manual zoom lens (18–108mmMacro Zoom7000 Lens, Navitar) with

f-stop set to 16 to maximize depth of focus. The field of view, approximately

2 3 2 cm, was aligned concentrically with the cuvette face. A 5 W 940 nm

infrared LED backlight (eBay) was transmitted through an aspheric condenser

lens with a diffuser (ACL5040-DG15-B, Thor Labs), and an infrared filter

(43-953, Edmund Optics) was placed in the light path before the imaging

lens. The experiment was concluded at 21 dpf, because larvae at 28 dpf

were not consistently shorter than half the length of the field of view (10.81 ±

1.49 mm, mean ± SD; Table S1, 16 % n % 24).

Larvae with visually confirmed paraffin oil-filled swim bladders and control

siblings were tested in parallel as above, eight larvae per clutch per condition

(n = 7), for 24 hr starting the day of 5 dpf. Cuvettes for imaging larvae with

oil-filled swim bladders contained E3 topped with a thin layer of paraffin oil,
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outside the field of view, to prevent supplementary inflation with air over the

course of testing.

Video Acquisition and Detection
Digital video was recorded at 40 Hz with an exposure time of 1 ms, and ki-

nematic data were extracted online using the NI-IMAQ vision acquisition

environment of LabVIEW (National Instruments). For detecting larvae, back-

ground images were subtracted from live video, intensity thresholding and

particle detection were applied, and age-specific exclusion criteria for parti-

cle maximum Feret diameter (the greatest distance between two parallel

planes restricting the particle, Table S3) were used to identify larvae in

each image. The threshold for maximum Feret diameter, when combined

with a minimum duration for analyzed swim epochs, led to the exclusion of

larvae askew to the plane of view as well as occurrences of multiple overlap-

ping larvae detected as a single, large particle. For each particle satisfying

these criteria, the pitch angle and the position of the visual center of mass

of the particle were saved to disk for each time-stamped frame. Pitch angle

was defined as the orientation, relative to horizontal, of the line passing

through the visual centroid that minimized the visual moment of inertia,

such that a larva at pitch zero has its longitudinal axis approximately horizon-

tal. Within the body particle, a higher intensity threshold (Table S3) was

applied to identify the side corresponding to the head, and the relative posi-

tions of the body and head centroids were used to calculate the sign of the

pitch angles.

For measurement of passive pitch-axis rotations, larvae at all ages were

anesthetized in 0.02% ethyl-3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (MESAB,

Sigma-Aldrich E10521) and manually released in a range of orientations

from a transfer pipette beneath the surface of 3.5 L of water in a cubic (6 in)

glass tank. The tank was filmed from the side at 160 Hz using a digital

camera (GS3-U3-41C6NIR-C, Point Grey Research) and zoom macro lens

(18–250 mm, Sigma). One release in which the larva remained oriented parallel

to the field of view is presented (Movie S1).

Behavior Analysis
Data analysis and modeling were performed using MATLAB (MathWorks).

Epochs of consecutively saved frames lasting at least 2.5 s were incorpo-

rated into subsequent analyses if they (1) contained only one larva and (2)

were captured during the last 12 hr of the light phase of the light/dark cycle,

to minimize potential effects of light onset. Instantaneous differences of body

particle centroid position were used to calculate speed. IEIs were calculated

from bout onset times (speed positively crossing 5 mm/s) in epochs contain-

ing multiple bouts, and consecutively detected bouts faster than 131/3 Hz

were merged into single bouts. Larvae with paraffin oil-filled swim bladders

infrequently sank at speeds exceeding 5 mm/s. For these larvae and control

siblings with air-filled swim bladders, bouts were excluded if the movement

vector was pointed vertically down (below !70" to horizontal; about 1% of

events above bout threshold).

Angular velocity was calculated as the differential of pitch angle. Peak

angular velocity was defined as the largest magnitude angular velocity, posi-

tive or negative, during each swim bout (while speed exceeded 5 mm/s). Net

rotations of individual swim bouts were calculated from time series aligned

at peak translation speed, as the difference of average pitches from

125–250 ms following (qpost) and 125–250 ms preceding (qpre) the frame with

the fastest translation. Net angular accelerations were calculated as the differ-

ence of the mean angular velocity from 250–375 ms following ( _qpost) and 125–

225 ms preceding ( _qpre) the fastest translation.

Swimming Simulation
Posture was simulated as a function of time according to an algorithm that

incorporated destabilizing angular acceleration and stochastic swim bouts.

Age-specific parameters were used for each of 20 simulated fish at 4, 7, 14,

and 21 dpf. Details on the implementation of swimming simulations are avail-

able in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Data Sharing
All raw data and analysis code are available online at http://www.schoppiklab.

com/.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

one figure, three tables, and two movies and can be found with this article on-
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4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF

'JHVSF 4֛� 'SPOU�IFBWZ CPEJFT BSF NPSQIPNFUSJDBMMZ FTUJNBUFE UP ZJFME OPTF�EPXO EFTUBCJMJ[BUJPO PG IPSJ[POUBM MBSWBF
UISPVHIPVU EFWFMPQNFOU� 3FMBUFE UP 'JHVSF ֛� 	"
 3PTUSPDBVEBM QPTJUJPO PG UIF $0. 	&RVBUJPO 
߆4 JT QMPUUFE JO UFSNT PG
QFSDFOU CPEZ MFOHUI GSPN SPTUSBM UP DBVEBM BT B GVODUJPO PG BHF� 1PJOUT GPS JOEJWJEVBM MBSWBF 	O�
߆߂ B HJWFO BHF BSF TQSFBE BMPOH
UIF Z�BYJT GPS WJTVBMJ[BUJPO� 	#
 3PTUSPDBVEBM EJTUBODF CFUXFFO $0. BOE $0# JT QMPUUFE BT B GVODUJPO PG BHF� /FHBUJWF WBMVFT
SFஸFDU UIF$0.FTUJNBUFE UP CF MPDBUFE SPTUSBM UP UIF$0#� 	$
 &TUJNBUFE JEFBM BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO JO UIF QJUDI BYJT OPSNBMJ[FE
UP ߅ EQG NFBO BT B GVODUJPO PG BHF� 5IF JODSFBTF UP OPTF�EPXO BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO GSPN ߅ UP ߈ EQG DPSSFTQPOET UP TFMFDUJWF DBM�
DJஷDBUJPO PG UIF IFBE XIJMF UIF EFDSFBTF UP OPTF�EPXO BDDFMFSBUJPO GSPN߈ UP ߅߂ EQG DPSSFTQPOET UP UBJM DBMDJஷDBUJPO� 4UBUJTUJDBMMZ
TJHOJஷDBOU BHF EJஶGFSFODFT 	Q�߄߉ߋߋ�ߋ 4UVEFOUءT U�UFTU XJUI #POGFSSPOJ DPSSFDUJPO
 BSF OPUFE JO UIF JOTFU UBCMF�



4VQQMFNFOUBM 5BCMFT

"HF 	EQG
 ֞ ֡ ֛֞ ֛֜ 'PS DPNQBSJTPO

"OUFSJPS QSPQPSUJPO DBMDJӱFE ֚ ֚�֝ ֚�֢֟ ֛ <4֛ ֜>
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%PSTPWFOUSBM %JTUBODF 	µN
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 ֚�֣֞ 	֚�֚֞
 ֡�֛֞ 	֝�֛֜
 <4֞ ֟>
"OHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO JHOPSJOH
WJTDPVT ESBH 	EFH · TFD�2
 �֛�֢֝&֝ 	֚�֢֞&֝
 �֟�֣֟&֝ 	֛�֢֚&֝
 �֛�֢֜&֝ 	֚�֟֟&֝
 �֜�֣֝&֝ 	֚�֡֞&֝
 <4֠>

5BCMF �߂4 .PSQIPNFUSZ QBSBNFUFST BOE SFTVMUT� 3FMBUFE UP 'JHVSF �߂ 7BMVFT BSF MJTUFE BT NFBO 	4�%�
� 3PTUSPDBVEBM EJTUBODF
SFGFST UP UIF EJTUBODF CFUXFFO $0. BOE $0# XJUI OFHBUJWF WBMVFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP $0. SPTUSBM UP $0#� %PSTPWFOUSBM
EJTUBODF SFGFST UP UIF EJTUBODF CFUXFFO $0. BOE $0# XJUI QPTJUJWF WBMVFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP $0. EPSTBM UP $0#� 5PSRVF
SFGFST UP UIBU DBVTFE CZ UIF GPSDF PG CVPZBODZ BDUJOH PO B CPEZ SPUBUJOH BCPVU UIF $0. XJUI OFHBUJWF WBMVFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP
OPTF�EPXO�

"HF 	EQG
 &YQMBOBUJPO� ⇥̇ JT BOHVMBS WFMPDJUZ ⇥̈ JT BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO ֞ ֡ ֛֞ ֛֜

⇥̄ 	EFH
 NFBO FNQJSJDBM QJUDI ֣�֣֝ ֣�֢֛ ֡�֞֞ ֞�֚֠
σ⇥ 	EFH
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µ�⇥ 	EFH
 NFBO OFU SPUBUJPO PG TXJN CPVUT ֚�֣֞ ֛�֣֟ ֛�֣֢ ֚�֢֛
σ�⇥ 	EFH
 4�%� PG OFU SPUBUJPO ֟�֚֞ ֠�֚֠ ֟�֟֝ ֟�֢֠
m⇥ 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 TMPQF PG DPSSFMBUJPO PG OFU SPUBUJPO BOE QSF�CPVU QJUDI �֚�֢֚֜ �֚�֣֢֚ �֚�֣֚֠ �֚�֛֛
b⇥ 	EFH
 JOUFSDFQU PG DPSSFMBUJPO PG OFU SPUBUJPO BOE QSF�CPVU QJUDI ֛�֛֝ ֜�֣֠ ֜�֠֡ ֛�֚֞
R⇥ 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
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p⇥ 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
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σ�⇥̇ 	EFH · TFD�1
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m⇥̇up

	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
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b⇥̇up

	EFH · TFD�1
 JOUFSDFQU PG DPSSFMBUJPO PG OFU ⇥̈ BOE QSF�CPVU ⇥̇ GPS QPTJUJWF QSF�CPVU ⇥̇ ֛�֢֠֟ ֚�֟֡֡ ֚�֢֢֡ ֛�֝֟֝
m⇥̇down

	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 �֚�֛֣֟ �֚�֞֝֞ �֚�֢֝֜ �֚�֢֢֡
b⇥̇down

	EFH · TFD�1
 ֚�֚֞֞ ֚�֚֚֠֠ ֛�֛֠֞֠ ֚�֝֞֡
R⇥̇ 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 1FBSTPO QSPEVDU�NPNFOU DPSSFMBUJPO DPFӳDJFOU PG OFU ⇥̈ BOE QSF�CPVU ⇥̇ �֚�֞֠ �֚�֞֠ �֚�֞֠ �֚�֠֝
p⇥̇ 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 Q�WBMVF PG DPSSFMBUJPO PG OFU ⇥̈ BOE QSF�CPVU ⇥̇ BWFSBHFE BDSPTT DMVUDIFT ֢�֟&�֛֡֠ ֛�֞&�֛֢֝ ֜�֛&�֝֠ ֝�֚&�֣֛
⇥̈c 	EFH · TFD�2
 FNQJSJDBM ⇥̈ CFUXFFO TXJN CPVUT 	CPPUTUSBQQFE 4�%� PG FTUJNBUF
 �֜�֛֡ 	֚�֚֞
 �֝�֛֚ 	֚�֚֠
 �֜�֡֝ 	֚�֚֟
 �֝�֚֞ 	֚�֛֚

ψ 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 #BZFTJBO QSJPS DPFӳDJFOU JO GVMM NPEFM 	&RVBUJPO 4֜֜
 ֚�֚֞֝ ֚�֚֞֝ ֚�֚֜֝ ֚�֚֜֞
ψprior 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 #BZFTJBO QSJPS DPFӳDJFOU JO OVMM NPEFM FYDMVEJOH SFMBUJWF CPVU MJLFMJIPPE 	&R� 4֣
 ֚�֚֟֜ ֚�֚֡֟ ֚�֚֝֡ ֚�֚֟֜
"630$⇥ 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 BSFB VOEFS SFDFJWFS PQFSBUJOH DIBSBDUFSJTUJD GPS QJUDI EJTUSJCVUJPOT BT NFBO 	4�%�
 ֚�֟֞ 	֚�֚֜
 ֚�֚֟ 	֚�֚֝
 ֚�֢֟ 	֚�֚֟
 ֚�֣֟ 	֚�֚֝

"630$ *&* 	EJNFOTJPOMFTT
 BSFB VOEFS SFDFJWFS PQFSBUJOH DIBSBDUFSJTUJD GPS *&* EJTUSJCVUJPOT BT NFBO 	4�%�
 ֚�֟֞ 	֚�֚֝
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5BCMF �߃4 &NQJSJDBM TXJNNJOH QSPQFSUJFT BOE TJNVMBUJPO WBSJBCMFT� 3FMBUFE UP 'JHVSFT ߃ ߅ ߆ BOE �߇

"HF 	EQG
 ֞ ֡ ֛֞ ֛֜

.BYJNVN 'FSFU EJBNFUFS 	NN
 ֝�֚֚�֞�֝֝ ֝�֚֚�֞�֝֝ ֝�֢֝�֟�֚֟ ֞�֛֠�֡�֚֟
#PEZ UISFTIPME 	QJYFM JOUFOTJUZ � ֜֟֠
 ֢ ֢ ֢ ֢
)FBE UISFTIPME 	QJYFM JOUFOTJUZ � ֜֟֠
 ֞֟ ֞֟ ֞֟ ֞֟

5BCMF �߄4 1BSBNFUFST GPS BVUPNBUFE QPTUVSF EFUFDUJPO JNQMFNFOUFE JO -BC7*&8� 3FMBUFE UP 'JHVSF �߂



4VQQMFNFOUBM &YQFSJNFOUBM 1SPDFEVSFT
.PSQIPNFUSJDT
#SJHIUஷFME NJDSPHSBQIT PG PSUIPHPOBM EPSTBM BOE MBUFSBM QFSTQFDUJWFT PG ߆߂ MBSWBF BDSPTT ߄ DMVUDIFT XFSF UBLFO BU FBDI PG
߅ ߈ ߅߂ BOE ߂߃ EQG VTJOH BO ߉ NFHBQJYFM J4JHIU DBNFSB 	"QQMF *OD� $VQFSUJOP $"
 UISPVHI UIF PDVMBS PG B TUFSFPTDPQF
ߋ߉.	 -FJDB .JDSPTZTUFNT
� -BSWBF XFSF JNNPCJMJ[FE EPSTBM�VQ JO �߃ MPX�NFMUJOH UFNQFSBUVSF BHBS 	5IFSNP 'JTIFS
4DJFOUJஷD 
ߋ߃߆߇߂ BOE QIPUPHSBQIFE� 5IF BHBS XBT TMJDFE WFSUJDBMMZ BOE SPUBUFE GPS B MBUFSBM�WJFXNJDSPHSBQI� *NBHFT XFSF
SPUBUFE UP BMJHO UIF MPOH BYJT PG UIF MBSWBF IPSJ[POUBMMZ� 1SPஷMFT PG UIF MBSWBF BOE TXJN CMBEEFST XFSF USBDFENBOVBMMZ BOE
UIF EPSTBM� BOE MBUFSBM�WJFX USBDJOHT XFSF SFHJTUFSFE VTJOH DVTUPN.BUMBC DPEF�
1PTJUJPOT PG UIF $0# BOE$0.XFSF DBMDVMBUFE VTJOHNFUIPET BEBQUFE GSPN <߅4> GPS ߇�߄ EQG MBSWBF QJUDIFE IPSJ[POUBMMZ
BOE BTTVNFE UP IBWF ஷOT PG OFHMJHJCMF NBTT� 5IF UPUBM CPEZ WPMVNF 	Vbody
 XBT BQQSPYJNBUFE VTJOH B TFSJFT PG FMMJQUJD
DZMJOEFST PG JOEJWJEVBM QJYFM IFJHIU 	h GSPN ߆�߃ µm BU ߅ EQG UP ߆ µm BU ߂߃ EQG
 BOE SBEJJ BMPOH NBKPS BOE NJOPS BYFT 	a
BOE b SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 NFBTVSFE GSPN UIF TFSJFT PG XJEUIT DPNQSJTJOH UIF CPEZ USBDJOH JO FBDI JNBHF� 8JUI UIF WPMVNF PG
FBDI FMMJQUJD DZMJOEFS FRVBM UP πBCI UPUBM WPMVNF XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF TVN PG DZMJOEFS WPMVNFT BMPOH UIF MFOHUI PG UIF
CPEZ 	n QJYFMT
�

Vbody = πh
n’

i=1
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߂4	

4XJNCMBEEFS WPMVNF 	Vsb
 XBT DBMDVMBUFE DPNQBSBCMZ VTJOH JUTNFBTVSFEXJEUIT 	a⇤ BOE b⇤
 BMPOH UIF MFOHUI PG UIF CPEZ�
5IF EFOTJUZ PG UIF TXJNCMBEEFS 	ρsb
 XBT FTUJNBUFE BT mg߂߄߂ߋߋ�ߋ ·mm�3 GSPN �<߅4> "TTVNJOH UIF PWFSBMM EFOTJUZ PG B ߅
EQG MBSWB JT mgߋ߉ߋߋ�߂ · mm�3 	ρbody GSPN 
<߅4> BOE UIFTF MBSWBF FYIJCJU OP DBMDJஷDBUJPO <߂4> UIF EFOTJUZ PG QSF�DBMDJஷFE
UJTTVF 	ρpre
 XBT FTUJNBUFE UP CF ߅ߋ߅ߋ�߂ VTJOH UIF GPMMPXJOH SBUJP PG UJTTVF NBTT UP WPMVNF�

ρpre =
ρbodyVbody � ρsbVsb

Vbody � Vsb
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5IF EFOTJUZ PG QPTU�DBMDJஷFE UJTTVF XBT BQQSPYJNBUFE BU ߇ߋ�߂ mg · mm�3 GSPN UIF MJHIUFTU EFOTJUJFT PG ஷTI XJUIPVU
TXJNCMBEEFST �<߈4>
5P FTUJNBUF UPUBM CPEZ NBTT 	Mbody
 PG MBSWBF PMEFS UIBO ߅ EQG UIF NBTT PG FBDI FMMJQTF XBT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN JUT WPMVNF
BOE UIF UJTTVF EFOTJUZ BU UIBU SPTUSPDBVEBM FYUFOU 	ρi
 BDDPSEJOH UP UIF BOUFSJPS CPEZ QSPQPSUJPO DBMDJஷFE BU B HJWFO BHF
	5BCMF 
߂4� 5IJT WBMVF XBT BEKVTUFE GPS UIF NBTT MPTU UP UIF TXJNCMBEEFS�
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n’

i=1
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5P DBMDVMBUF UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF CPEZ $0# JO UIF SPTUSPDBVEBM BYJT 	sbody
 XF BWFSBHFE UIF SPTUSPDBVEBM QPTJUJPO PG FBDI
DZMJOEFS 	si
 XFJHIUFE CZ DZMJOEFS WPMVNF�

sbody =
πh
Vbody

n’
i=1

aibisi 
߅4	

5IF QPTJUJPO PG UIF CPEZ $0# JO UIF EPSTPWFOUSBM BYJT 	qbody
 XBT DBMDVMBUFE DPNQBSBCMZ BT UIF BWFSBHF PG UIF EPSTPWFO�
USBM QPTJUJPOPG UIF DFOUFS PG FBDI DZMJOEFS 	qi
XFJHIUFECZ DZMJOEFS WPMVNF� 5IFQSPDFTTXBT SFQFBUFE GPS UIF TXJNCMBEEFS
UP FTUJNBUF UIF QPTJUJPO PG JUT $0# 	ssb BOE qsb
 VTJOH JUT FMMJQUJD SBEJJ a⇤i BOE b⇤i  BOE EPSTPWFOUSBM DZMJOEFS DFOUFS QPTJUJPOT
q⇤i �
5IF SPTUSPDBVEBM QPTJUJPO PG UIF CPEZ $0. 	sCOM 
 XBT FTUJNBUFE CZ BWFSBHJOH UIF QPTJUJPO PG FBDI FMMJQUJD DZMJOEFS
XFJHIUFE CZ DZMJOEFS NBTT BEKVTUFE GPS UIF TXJNCMBEEFS�

sCOM =
πh

Mbody

n’
i=1

si
�
ρiaibi � (ρi � ρsb)a

⇤
i b

⇤
i
�


߆4	



5IF GPSDF PG CVPZBODZ BDUT BU UIF $0# UP FYFSU B UPSRVF 	T 
 BCPVU UIF $0.� T XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF QSPEVDU PG UIF
GPSDF PG CVPZBODZ BOE UIF MFOHUI PG UIF NPNFOU BSN UIF IPSJ[POUBM EJTUBODF CFUXFFO $0. BOE $0# 	d UIF EJஶGFSFODF
CFUXFFO sbody BOE sCOM GPS B IPSJ[POUBM MBSWB
� 5IF GPSDF PG CVPZBODZ XBT DBMDVMBUFE VTJOH UIF EFOTJUZ PG XBUFS 	ρwater
߉ߊߊ�ߋ g · cm�3
 BOE g UIF HSBWJUBUJPOBM BDDFMFSBUJPO BU UIF TVSGBDF PG UIF FBSUI m߈ߋ߉�ߊ	 · sec�2
 TVDI UIBU�

T = gdρwaterVbody 
߇4	

#Z DPOWFOUJPO IBWJOH sCOM MPDBUFE BOUFSJPS UP sbody ZJFMET B OFHBUJWF OPTF�EPXO UPSRVF�

*EFBM BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO PG B IPSJ[POUBM MBSWB JO UIF QJUDI BYJT 	⇥̈ UIF TFDPOE EFSJWBUJWF PG QJUDI BOHMF
 XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT
UIF SBUJP PG T UP UIF NPNFOU PG JOFSUJB 	I 
�

⇥̈ =
T
I


߈4	

5P DBMDVMBUF * XF ஷSTU FTUJNBUFE UIF EJTUBODF 	ri
 UP UIF BYJT PG SPUBUJPO BTTVNFE UP QBTT UISPVHI UIF $0. GPS FBDI
FMMJQUJD DZMJOEFS JO UISFF EJNFOTJPOT�

ri =
q
(si � sCOM )2 + (qi � qCOM )2 + (0.5 · bi)2 
߉4	

5IF WBMVF PG I XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF QSPEVDU PG UIJT NPNFOU BSN TRVBSFE BOE UIF NBTT PG FBDI DZMJOEFS�

I = πh
n’

i=1

⇣
ρiaibi + (ρsb � ρi)a⇤i b

⇤
i

⌘
r2i 
ߊ4	

&TUJNBUFT PG JEFBM BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPOXFSF OPSNBMJ[FE UP WBMVFT BU ߅ EQG UP FYBNJOF EFWFMPQNFOUBM USBKFDUPSJFT� 5IFZ EP
OPU JODPSQPSBUF UIF IZESPEZOBNJD UPSRVFT QSPEVDFE CZ TVSSPVOEJOH ஸVJE BT MBSWBF QJUDIFE� *O UIF SBOHF PG FNQJSJDBMMZ
PCTFSWFE BOHVMBS WFMPDJUJFT UIFTF IZESPEZOBNJD UPSRVFT XFSF FTUJNBUFE UP CF PO UIF TBNF PSEFS PG NBHOJUVEF BT UIF
UPSRVF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI CVPZBODZ GPS B MBSWB BU QJUDI pߋ VTJOH 4UPLFTء MBX BOE NPEFMJOH UIF CPEZ PG UIF MBSWB BT BO BSSBZ
PG TQIFSFT 	.� 1PSஷSJ QFSTPOBM DPNNVOJDBUJPO
�
5IF BCPWF DBMDVMBUJPOT QFSUBJO UP IPSJ[POUBM MBSWBF CVU BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO EVF UP CVPZBODZ TIPVME WBSZ QSFEJDUBCMZ
BT QJUDI BOHMF 	⇥
 EFWJBUFT GSPN IPSJ[POUBM 
pߋ	� -FU VT BTTVNF B IPSJ[POUBM MBSWB QPTTFTTFT B $0. BOE $0# BU FRVBM
EPSTPWFOUSBM QPTJUJPO TFQBSBUFE CZ UIF SPTUSPDBVEBM EJTUBODF sbody � sCOM � "T UIF MBSWB SPUBUFT UIF NPNFOU BSN WBSJFT
BDDPSEJOH UP

d = DPT(⇥)
�
sbody � sCOM

�

ߋ߂4	

5ISPVHI TVCTUJUVUJPO PG &RVBUJPOT ߇4 BOE ߋ߂4 JOUP &RVBUJPO ߈4 XF ஷOE UIBU BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO WBSJFT BT B GVODUJPO PG
QJUDI BOHMF�

⇥̈ =
gVbodyρwater DPT(⇥)

�
sbody � sCOM

�
I


߂߂4	

*G XF BTTVNF B SJHJE CPEZ XJUI DPOTUBOU WBMVFT GPS I  Vbody BOE
�
sbody � sCOM

�
 UIF DPOTUBOU UFSNT NBZ CF DPNCJOFE

BDDPSEJOHMZ�

k =
gVbodyρwater(sbody � sCOM )

I

߃߂4	

6OEFS UIFTF BTTVNQUJPOT UIF BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO EVF UP UIF CVPZBOU GPSDF WBSJFT TPMFMZ XJUI QJUDI BOHMF�

⇥̈ = k DPT(⇥) 
߄߂4	

5IF WBMVF PG kNBZ UIFPSFUJDBMMZ CF DBMDVMBUFE FNQJSJDBMMZ GSPNNFBTVSFNFOUT PG JOTUBOUBOFPVT QJUDI BOHMFT BOE BOHVMBS
BDDFMFSBUJPOT PG QBTTJWFMZ SPUBUJOH MBSWBF� /POMJOFBSJUJFT JO UIF DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO ⇥̈ BOE DPT(⇥) XJMM QSFTVNBCMZ BSJTF
EVF UP ESBH GPSDFT� 8F QSPQPTF UIJT GPSNVMBUJPO BT B GSBNFXPSL UP DIBSBDUFSJ[F UIF JOTUBCJMJUZ PG [FCSBஷTI MBSWBF JO UIF
IZESPEZOBNJD SFHJNF�



4XJNNJOH TJNVMBUJPO
8F HFOFSBUFE BHF�TQFDJஷD TXJNNJOH TJNVMBUJPOT JO XIJDI MBSWBF FYQFSJFODFE FYUSJOTJD EFTUBCJMJ[JOH BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO
BOE TUBCJMJ[FE UISPVHI TUPDIBTUJDBMMZ HFOFSBUFE TXJN CPVUT� &BDI PG ߋ߃ TJNVMBUFE ஷTI BU ߅ ߈ ߅߂ BOE ߂߃ EQG TXBN GPS
ߋߋߋ߆ TFD XJUI EJTDSFUF UJNF TUFQT FRVJWBMFOU UP UIPTF JO UIF DBQUVSFE EBUB 	�t = 
NTFD߆߃� "U FBDI UJNF TUFQ 	t
 UIF QJUDI
	⇥(t)
 XBT VQEBUFE GSPN UIF QSFWJPVT UJNF TUFQ BDDPSEJOH UP UIF GPMMPXJOH FRVBUJPO JOJUJBMJ[FE BU [FSP 	⇥(1) = 0
�

⇥(t) = ⇥(t � 1) + ⇥̇(t)�t 
߅߂4	

"OHVMBS WFMPDJUZ 	⇥̇(t)
 XBT TJNJMBSMZ JOJUJBMJ[FE BU [FSP BOE DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF TVN PG ⇥̇(t) JO UIF QSFWJPVT UJNF TUFQ BOE
UIF JOUFHSBM PG BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO ⇥̈(t)�
#FUXFFO TXJN CPVUT TJNVMBUFE MBSWBF XFSF QBTTJWFMZ EFTUBCJMJ[FE BDDPSEJOH UP BO BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO UFSN UIBU SFDBQJU�
VMBUFT UIF FRVJMJCSJVN PG BOFTUIFUJ[FE MBSWBF BU QJUDIFT OFBS pߋߊ� 	.PWJF 
߂� "OHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO WBSJFE BT B GVODUJPO PG
QJUDI JO UIF QSFDFEJOH UJNF TUFQ 	⇥(t � 1)
 BDDPSEJOH UP NPSQIPNFUSJDBMMZ QSFEJDUFE JOTUBCJMJUZ 	&RVBUJPO 
߄߂4�

⇥̈(t) = ⇥̈c DPT
�
⇥(t � 1)

�

߆߂4	

" TJNVMBUFE QBTTJWF MBSWB XPVME UIFSFGPSF FYQFSJFODF OP BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO BU pߋߊ� BOE NBYJNBM BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO
XIFO IPSJ[POUBM 
pߋ	� "O BHF�TQFDJஷD DPOTUBOU EFஷOFT UIF NBYJNBM BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO PCTFSWFE EVSJOH QBVTFT 	⇥̈c
5BCMF 
߃4� (JWFO UIBU MBSWBF BDUJWFMZ NBJOUBJO UIFJS QJUDI OFBS IPSJ[POUBM 	NFBO DPTJOF PG QJUDI XBT HSFBUFS UIBO ߆ߊ�ߋ BU
BMM BHFT
 FNQJSJDBM BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPOT EVF UP UIF SPTUSPDBVEBM NJTBMJHONFOU PG CVPZBODZ BOE HSBWJUZ TIPVME CF OFBS
NBYJNBM� XF UIFSFGPSF EFஷOFE ⇥̈c CBTFE PO BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPOT PCTFSWFE CFUXFFO TXJN CPVUT� 5P DBMDVMBUF ⇥̈c XF
DPNQVUFE UIF TFDPOE EJஶGFSFOUJBM PG TNPPUIFE QJUDI BOHMFT CFUXFFO CPVUT VTJOH B NPWJOH BWFSBHF ஷMUFS XJUI B TQBO PG ߆߈
NTFD BOE UPPL UIFNFEJBO BDSPTT *&*T� 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ &RVBUJPO ߆߂4 FYDMVEFT IZESPEZOBNJD ESBH BOE FNQJSJDBM WBSJBCJMJUZ
MJLFMZ DBVTFE CZ JOEJWJEVBM NPSQIPMPHJDBM WBSJBUJPO 	'JHVSF 
"߂4 BOE EFTUBCJMJ[JOH XBUFS DVSSFOUT�
-BSWBF SPUBUFE JO UIF QBTTJWF SFHJNF VOUJM B CPVU XBT JOJUJBUFE� 6QPO JOJUJBUJPO CPVUT PG WBSZJOH LJOFNBUJDT XFSF BQQMJFE
BDSPTT B ஷYFE EVSBUJPO� &NQJSJDBMMZ CPVU TQFFET FYDFFEFE ߆ NN�TFD GPS WBSJBCMF EVSBUJPO 	BWFSBHFT CFUXFFO ߈ߊ�ߋ߉ NTFD
BDSPTT BMM BHFT
 CVU POMZ �ߋ߂ PS GFXFS CPVUT FYDFFEFE TBJE TQFFE GPS MPOHFS UIBO ߋ߆߂ NTFD� 5IF JOUFS�FWFOU JOUFSWBMT 	*&*

XFSF SBSFMZ ߋ߆߂ NTFD PS TIPSUFS 	MFTT UIBO �߃�߂ BU FBDI BHF
� 5IFSFGPSF XF TJNVMBUFE B ஷYFE CPVU EVSBUJPO PG ߋ߆߂ NTFD ߇	
TBNQMFT
 BDSPTT BMM BHFT� 5IJT EVSBUJPO BQQSPYJNBUFE UIF BCTPMVUF SFGSBDUPSZ QFSJPE SFDFOUMZ SFQPSUFE GPS TJNVMBUJPO PG
TFOTPSZ�EFQFOEFOU TXJN CPVU QSPEVDUJPO JO MBSWBM [FCSBஷTI �<߉4>
4JNVMBUFE TXJN CPVUT NPEFMFE UIF LJOFNBUJDT PG FNQJSJDBM CPVUT BU FBDI BHF BOE UIFJS DPSSFMBUJPOT XJUI QSF�CPVU QPT�
UVSF� "OHVMBS WFMPDJUZ DPSSFDUJPO QSPWJEFE CZ CPVUT XBT JNQMFNFOUFE CZNBLJOH OFU BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPOT PG TXJNCPVUT
	�⇥̇
 DPSSFMBUFE XJUI QSF�CPVU BOHVMBS WFMPDJUZ ⇥̇pre 	'JHVSF 
%߃$߃� "HF�TQFDJஷD DPSSFMBUJPOT PG�⇥̇ BOE ⇥̇pre XFSF EF�
UFSNJOFE CZ CFTU�ஷU MJOFT UP FNQJSJDBM EBUB EFஷOFE CZ B EJTUJODU TMPQF 	m⇥̇
 BOE Z�JOUFSDFQU 	b⇥̇
 GPS QPTJUJWF 	OPTF�VQ

BOE OFHBUJWF 	OPTF�EPXO
 WBMVFT PG ⇥̇pre 	5BCMF ߃4m⇥̇up

 b⇥̇up
m⇥̇down

 b⇥̇down

� 5P SFQSPEVDF UIF FNQJSJDBM WBSJBCJMJUZ PG

CPVU LJOFNBUJDT OFU BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO JODPSQPSBUFE B OPJTF UFSN 	ε
�⇥̇ |⇥̇pre


 ESBXO SBOEPNMZ GSPN B(BVTTJBO EJTUSJCV�
UJPO PG NFBO �ߋ 5IF TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPO PG UIJT (BVTTJBO 	σ

�⇥̇ |⇥̇pre

 XBT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN UIF FNQJSJDBM TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPO

	σ�⇥̇
 BOE SFEVDFE CZ UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG�⇥̇ WBSJBCJMJUZ FYQMBJOFE CZ ⇥̇pre� (JWFO UIBU�⇥̇ BOE ⇥̇pre FYIJCJU B 1FBSTPO
QSPEVDU�NPNFOU DPSSFMBUJPO DPFஶஷDJFOU PG R⇥̇ 	5BCMF 
߃4 UIF VOFYQMBJOFE WBSJBCJMJUZ XBT JODPSQPSBUFE UIVTMZ�

σ
�⇥̇ |⇥̇pre

= σ
�⇥̇

(1 � R⇥̇
2) 
߇߂4	

" CPVU JOJUJBUFE BU UJNF t ZJFMEFE UIF GPMMPXJOH ⇥̇ VQPO DPNQMFUJPO ߋ߆߂ NTFD ߇	 UJNF TUFQT
 MBUFS�

⇥̇(t + 6) = ⇥̇(t) +m⇥̇⇥̇(t) + b⇥̇ + ε
�⇥̇ |⇥̇pre


߈߂4	

"O JEFOUJDBM BQQSPBDI XBT VTFE UP DPOEJUJPO OFU CPVU SPUBUJPO 	�⇥
 PO QSF�CPVU QJUDI 	⇥pre
 CBTFE PO UIF FNQJSJDBM
DPSSFMBUJPO 	B TJOHMF CFTU�ஷU MJOF GPS BMM PCTFSWFE �⇥ BOE ⇥pre BU B HJWFO BHF EFஷOFE CZ TMPQF m⇥ BOE JOUFSDFQU b⇥



BOE XJUI DPSSFMBUJPO DPFஶஷDJFOU R⇥
� %VSJOH UIF JOUFSWFOJOH ߋ߆߂ NTFD PG FBDI CPVU⇥XBT JOUFSQPMBUFE GPS TVCTFRVFOU
BOBMZTJT�
5P BTTFTT IPX UIF QPTUVSF�EFQFOEFODJFT PG CPVU LJOFNBUJDT DPOUSJCVUF UP QPTUVSBM TUBCJMJUZ CPVU LJOFNBUJDT BU FBDI BHF
XFSF BMUFSOBUJWFMZ ESBXO VODPOEJUJPOFE PO QSF�CPVU QPTUVSF� 5IF OFU BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPO PG B ؤ�JOEFQFOEFOU̇⇥أ CPVU
XBT ESBXO SBOEPNMZ TVDI UIBU

⇥̇(t + 6) = ⇥̇(t) + ε
�⇥̇


߉߂4	

XIFSF ε
�⇥̇

XBT ESBXO SBOEPNMZ GSPN B (BVTTJBO EJTUSJCVUJPO EFஷOFE CZ UIF NFBO 	µ
�⇥̇

 5BCMF 
߃4 BOE 4�%� 	σ
�⇥̇


 PG
FNQJSJDBM OFU BOHVMBS BDDFMFSBUJPOT BU B HJWFO BHF� 5IF OFU SPUBUJPO PG B ؤ�JOEFQFOEFOU⇥أ CPVU XBT EFஷOFE DPNQBSBCMZ
XJUI ε�⇥ ESBXO SBOEPNMZ GSPN B (BVTTJBO EJTUSJCVUJPO EFஷOFE CZ UIF NFBO 	µ�⇥
 BOE 4�%� 	σ�⇥
 PG FNQJSJDBM OFU
SPUBUJPOT BU B HJWFO BHF�
#PVUT XFSF JOJUJBUFE TUPDIBTUJDBMMZ CBTFE PO BO JOUFSOBM TUBUF WBSJBCMF SFQSFTFOUJOH UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG CPVU JOJUJBUJPO�
5IF FNQJSJDBM EFQFOEFODF PG CPVU JOJUJBUJPO PO QPTUVSBM JOGPSNBUJPO XBT JODPSQPSBUFE UISPVHI #BZFTJBO VQEBUJOH PG B
QPTUVSF�JOEFQFOEFOU QSJPS Pbout � 6QEBUJOH UIF QSJPS XJUI QPTUVSBM JOGPSNBUJPO XBT BDIJFWFE CZ GBDUPSJOH JO UIF SFMBUJWF
MJLFMJIPPE PG JOJUJBUJOH B CPVU BU B HJWFO QPTUVSF� 5IJT SFMBUJWFأ CPVU MJLFMJIPPEؤ 	Lrel
 XBT DBMDVMBUFE FNQJSJDBMMZ 	'JHVSF
"߅ UPQ SPX
 BT UIF SBUJP PG UXP KPJOU QSPCBCJMJUZ EJTUSJCVUJPOT 
߂	 UIF DPOEJUJPOBM QSPCBCJMJUZ PG PDDVQZJOH B QBJS PG⇥
BOE ⇥̇ HJWFO UIBU B CPVU XBT JOJUJBUFE DBMDVMBUFE GSPN BMM PCTFSWFE QPTUVSFT BU UIF JOTUBOUT PG CPVU JOJUJBUJPO BOE 
߃	 UIF
QSPCBCJMJUZ PG PDDVQZJOH TBJE⇥ BOE ⇥̇XIJMF FMJHJCMF UP JOJUJBUF B CPVU�

Lrel =
P⇥,⇥̇|bout
P⇥,⇥̇


ߊ߂4	

6OEFS UIJT GPSNVMBUJPO UIF USVF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG JOJUJBUJOH B CPVU BU B HJWFO QPTUVSF UIF #BZFTJBO QPTUFSJPS 	Pbout |⇥,⇥̇
 JT
EFஷOFE BT UIF QSPEVDU PG Lrel BOE UIF QSJPS BDDPSEJOH UP #BZFTء SVMF�

Pbout |⇥,⇥̇ = Lrel · Pbout 
ߋ߃4	

7BMVFT PG Lrel XFSF DBMDVMBUFE BDSPTT ߅߇ CJOT ߉	 Y ߉ PG FRVBM QPQVMBUJPO GPS⇥ BOE ⇥̇� 'JHVSF 
"߅� %BUB XFSF QPPMFE GPS BMM
DMVUDIFT BU B HJWFO BHF UP TVஶஷDJFOUMZ TBNQMF FBDI PG UIF CJOT� Lrel XBT BQQSPYJNBUFE CZ B DPOUJOVPVT GVODUJPO PG⇥ BOE
⇥̇ EFஷOFE CZ GPVS QBSBNFUFST 	ζ,α, β, γ
�

bLrel(⇥, ⇥̇) = ζ + α
��⇥��+ β

��⇥̇�� � γ⇥̇ 
߂߃4	

&BDI QBSBNFUFS XBT UBLFO UP SFஸFDU BO JOUFSOBM WBSJBCMF� α UIF TFOTJUJWJUZ UP DIBOHFT JO⇥ β UIF TFOTJUJWJUZ UP DIBOHFT JO ⇥̇
γ UIF QJUDI�BYJT BTZNNFUSZ PG UIF ⇥̇ TFOTJUJWJUZ BOE ζ UIF QPTUVSF�JOEFQFOEFOU CBTFMJOF� 5P FTUJNBUF QBSBNFUFS TPMVUJPOT
BU B HJWFO BHFbLrel XBT FWBMVBUFE BU NFBO⇥ BOE ⇥̇ PG FBDI PCTFSWFE *&*� " OPOMJOFBS SFHSFTTJPO�CBTFE TPMWFS 	-FWFOCFSH�
.BSRVBSEU
 NJOJNJ[FE UIF TVN PG TRVBSFE FSSPS CFUXFFO Lrel BOE bLrel BDSPTT UIF ߅߇ CJOT� "T γ EJE OPU DIBOHF BDSPTT
BHFT �߃�ߊߊ	 $*T PWFSMBQQFE
 XF ஷYFE JUT WBMVF BU UIF NFBO BDSPTT BHFT �߆߄ߋ�ߋ (JWFO UIBU FNQJSJDBM WBMVFT PG SFMBUJWF CPVU
MJLFMJIPPE XFSF OFDFTTBSJMZ QPTJUJWF XF DPOTUSBJOFE ζ QPTJUJWF�
5IF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG JOJUJBUJOH B CPVU JOEFQFOEFOU PG QPTUVSBM JOGPSNBUJPO 	UIF #BZFTJBO QSJPS
 XBT NBEF UJNF�WBSJBOU UP
BDDPVOU GPS PCTFSWFE SFGSBDUPSZ QFSJPET� 5IF QSJPS SFTFU UP [FSP BU UIF UJNF PG CPVU UFSNJOBUJPO 	tbout
 BOE JODSFBTFE XJUI
UJNF FMBQTFE UIFSFBGFS�

Pbout(t) = ψ
p
t � tbout 
߃߃4	

6TJOH BHF�TQFDJஷD TPMVUJPOT GPS ζ,α BOE β B CFTU FTUJNBUF PGψ BU FBDI BHF XBT DBMDVMBUFE BT BCPWF UP NJOJNJ[F UIF TVN
PG TRVBSFE FSSPS PG PCTFSWFE BOE TJNVMBUFE QSPCBCJMJUZ EJTUSJCVUJPOT PG CPVU *&*T 	5BCMF 
߃4� 4JNVMBUFE *&* EJTUSJCVUJPOT
XFSF BWFSBHFE BDSPTT ஷWF TJNVMBUJPOT FBDI PG ߋߋߋ߆߂ TFD EVSBUJPO� #PVUT JO TJNVMBUJPOT PG UIF GVMMأ NPEFMؤ XFSF JOJUJBUFE
VTJOH UIF GVMM QPTUFSJPS UIF QSPEVDU PGbLrel 	&RVBUJPO 
߂߃4 BOE Pbout(t) 	&RVBUJPO 
߃߃4�

Pbout |⇥,⇥̇(t) = ψ
⇣
ζ + α

��⇥(t)
��+ β

��⇥̇(t)
�� � γ⇥̇(t)

⌘p
t � tbout 
߄߃4	



#PVUT JO UIF OVMMأ NPEFMؤ XFSF JOJUJBUFE SBOEPNMZ CBTFE TPMFMZ PO UIF QSJPS 	&RVBUJPO 
߃߃4 XJUI EJTUJODUψ FTUJNBUFE
DPNQBSBCMZ 	ψprior  5BCMF 
߃4� #PUI UIF GVMM BOE OVMM NPEFMT XFSF SVO VTJOH FNQJSJDBM WBMVFT PG UIF QSPQFSUJFT BU FBDI BHF
	5BCMF 
߃4� (JWFO UIF QSPQFSUJFT BOE QBSBNFUFS TPMVUJPOT FNQMPZFE BU FBDI BHF CPVU JOJUJBUJPO QSPCBCJMJUJFT JO TJNVMB�
UJPOT PG CPUI UIF GVMM BOE OVMM NPEFMT FYDMVTJWFMZ BEPQUFE QMBVTJCMF WBMVFT 	0  Pbout < 1
� 5P DPNQBSF GSFF TJNVMBUJPOT
PG UIF GVMM BOE OVMM NPEFMT UP FNQJSJDBM EBUB XF SBO ߋ߆߃ TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI QBSBNFUFS WBMVFT SBOEPNMZ TFMFDUFE XJUIJO
UIF �߆ߊ $*T 	ψ GPS OVMM NPEFM�ψ α β BOE ζ GPS GVMM NPEFM
 BOE HFOFSBUFE SFDFJWFS PQFSBUJOH DIBSBDUFSJTUJD DVSWFT GPS
QJUDI BOE *&* EJTUSJCVUJPOT� 5IF BSFB VOEFS UIF SFDFJWFS PQFSBUJOH DIBSBDUFSJTUJD 	"630$
 JT UBLFO BT B NFBTVSF PG EJT�
DSJNJOBCJMJUZ PG QPQVMBUJPOT CZ B DMBTTJஷFS XJUI GVMMZ EJTDSJNJOBCMF QPQVMBUJPOT ZJFMEJOH BO "630$ PG ߂ BOE JEFOUJDBM
QPQVMBUJPOT ZJFMEJOH BO "630$ PG �߆�ߋ 'PS SFGFSFODF UXP (BVTTJBO EJTUSJCVUJPOT XJUI JEFOUJDBM 4�%� BOE NFBOT ߆�ߋ
4�%� BQBSU HJWF BO "630$ PG ߅߇�ߋ BOE XJUI NFBOT ߂ 4�%� BQBSU �߇߈�ߋ
5P EFUFSNJOF XIFUIFS UIF GVMM NPEFM CFUUFS QSFEJDUT FNQJSJDBM CPVU UJNJOH UIBO UIF OVMM NPEFM XF ஷSTU DBMDVMBUFE UIF
MPH�MJLFMJIPPET PG PCTFSWJOH FNQJSJDBM CPVU UJNFT VOEFS FBDINPEFM� "U FBDI BHF XF QFSGPSNFE B �GPMEߋ߆ DSPTT�WBMJEBUJPO
QSPDFEVSF JO XIJDI ߋߋߋ߂ PCTFSWFE CPVUT XFSF SBOEPNMZ TFU BTJEF GPS UFTUJOH BOE UIF SFNBJOJOH EBUB XFSF UP VTFE UP USBJO
UIF NPEFMT� 'JSTU XF TPMWFE GPS L̂rel BT BCPWF 	&RVBUJPO 
ߋ߃4� 'PS FBDI UJNF TUFQ JO UIF USBJOJOH EBUBTFU XF DBMDVMBUFE
Pbout BDDPSEJOH UP UIF OVMM NPEFM 	&RVBUJPO 
߃߃4 BOE Pbout |⇥,⇥̇ BDDPSEJOH UP UIF GVMM NPEFM 	&RVBUJPO 
߄߃4� 8F TPMWFE
GPS UIF WBMVF PGψ GPS FBDI NPEFM UIBU NBYJNJ[FE UIF MJLFMJIPPE PG QSPEVDJOH UIF FNQJSJDBM CPVU UJNFT� 5IF MPH PG UIJT
MJLFMJIPPE L  XBT EFஷOFE GPS CPUI Pbout(t) BOE Pbout |⇥,⇥̇(t) HJWFO UIBU CPVU JOJUJBUJPO QSPCBCJMJUJFT BEPQUFE WBMVFT
CFUXFFO ߋ BOE ߂ BT�

L (Pbout(t)) =
’
i

MPHPbout(ti) +
’
i0

MPH
�
1 � Pbout(ti0)

�

߅߃4	

XJUI i JOEFYJOH BMM UJNF TUFQT BU XIJDI B CPVU XBT PCTFSWFE BOE i0 JOEFYJOH BMM PUIFS UJNF TUFQT �<ߊ4> 8F QFSGPSNFE UIF
MJLFMJIPPE SBUJP UFTU DPNQBSJOH MPH�MJLFMJIPPET GPS PCTFSWJOH UIF UFTU EBUBTFU VOEFS UIF GVMM NPEFM 	Lfull
 BOE OVMM NPEFM
	Lnull
� 5IF UFTU TUBUJTUJD 	2(Lfull � Lnull)
 XBT DPNQBSFE UP B χ2 EJTUSJCVUJPO XJUI EFHSFFT PG GSFFEPN FRVBM UP ߅ UIF
OVNCFS PG BEEJUJPOBM QBSBNFUFST JO UIF GVMM NPEFM �<ߋ߂4>



4VQQMFNFOUBM 3FGFSFODFT
�߂4 %V 4�+� 'SFOLFM 7� ,JOETDIJ (� BOE ;PIBS :� 
߂ߋߋ߃	� 7JTVBMJ[JOH/PSNBM BOE%FGFDUJWF #POF%FWFMPQNFOU JO ;FCSBஷTI &NCSZPT6TJOH

UIF 'MVPSFTDFOU $ISPNPQIPSF $BMDFJO� %FWFMPQNFOUBM #JPMPHZ ֦֠֡ �߇߅߃ߊ߄߃
�߃4 1BSJDIZ %�.� &MJ[POEP .�3� .JMMT .�(� (PSEPO 5�/� BOE &OHFT[FS 3�&� 
ߊߋߋ߃	� /PSNBM UBCMF PG QPTUFNCSZPOJD [FCSBஷTI EFWFMPQ�

NFOU� 4UBHJOH CZ FYUFSOBMMZ WJTJCMF BOBUPNZ PG UIF MJWJOH ஷTI� %FW� %ZO� ֦֠֡ �߆߂ߋ߄߆߈ߊ߃
�߄4 ,JNNFM $�#� #BMMBSE 8�8� ,JNNFM 4�3� 6MMNBOO #� BOE 4DIJMMJOH 5�'� 
߆ߊߊ߂	� 4UBHFT PG FNCSZPOJD EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF [FCSBஷTI�

%FW� %ZO� ֠֞֡ �ߋ߂߄߄߆߃
�߅4 4UFXBSU 8�+� BOE .D)FOSZ .�+� 
ߋ߂ߋ߃	� 4FOTJOH UIF TUSJLF PG B QSFEBUPS ஷTI EFQFOET PO UIF TQFDJஷD HSBWJUZ PG B QSFZ ஷTI� +PVSOBM PG

&YQFSJNFOUBM #JPMPHZ ֠֟֡ �߈߈߈߄ߊ߇߈߄
�߆4 WBO -FFVXFO +�-� 7PFTFOFL $�+� BOE .¼MMFS 6�,� 
߆߂ߋ߃	� )PX CPEZ UPSRVF BOE 4USPVIBM OVNCFS DIBOHF XJUI TXJNNJOH TQFFE BOE

EFWFMPQNFOUBM TUBHF JO MBSWBM [FCSBஷTI� +� 3� 4PD� *OUFSGBDF ֟֠ �ߊ߈߅ߋ߆߂ߋ߃
�߇4 "MFZFW :�(� 
߈߈ߊ߂	� /FLUPO 	%S� 8� +VOL
�
�߈4 "MFYBOEFS 3�.� 
߈߇ߊ߂	� 'VODUJPOBM %FTJHO JO 'JTIFT� ஷSTU FEJUJPO 	)VUDIJOTPO 6OJWFSTJUZ -JCSBSZ
�
�߉4 )BFTFNFZFS .� 3PCTPO %�/� -J +�.� 4DIJFS "�'� BOE &OHFSU '� 
߆߂ߋ߃	� 5IF 4USVDUVSF BOE 5JNFTDBMFT PG )FBU 1FSDFQUJPO JO -BSWBM

;FCSBஷTI� $FMM 4ZTUFNT ֟ �߉߅߄߉߄߄
�ߊ4 1BOJOTLJ -� 
߅ߋߋ߃	� .BYJNVN MJLFMJIPPE FTUJNBUJPO PG DBTDBEF QPJOU�QSPDFTT OFVSBM FODPEJOH NPEFMT� /FUXPSL� $PNQVUBUJPO JO /FVSBM

4ZTUFNT ֣֟ �߃߇߃߄߅߃
�ߋ߂4 8JMLT 4�4� 
߉߄ߊ߂	� 5IF MBSHF�TBNQMF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG UIF MJLFMJIPPE SBUJP GPS UFTUJOH DPNQPTJUF IZQPUIFTFT� 5IF "OOBMT PG .BUIFNBUJDBM

4UBUJTUJDT ֧ �߃߇ߋ߇
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